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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
Thank you for all your continued support in 2015. We have
experienced some growth and some challenges, but our
VISION remains the same, “A world with access to the
stories of the Bible for everyone!” My hope is that, upon
reading this report, you will be encouraged, blessed and
motivated to come alongside us as we apply ourselves to the
work of Sabeel Media, and help us to see more big dreams
become reality in 2016 and beyond.

MISSION STATEMENT
To produce and distribute
materials of spiritual, moral,
cultural, and ethical value in
various languages.

Best Regards,
Stephen M. Coats

DISTRIBUTION HIGHLIGHTS
•
•

•
•
•

Average 54,635 audience
655,617 TOTAL audience engagements in 2015, across
engagements per month!
all of our distribution platforms. A significant increase from
404,292 in 2014!
The rise of mobile phones! We launched our responsive
website with a much more simplified interface that quickly adapts to a visitor’s specific mobile phone!
(In 2013, 33% of the video views on YouTube came from mobile phones, and by 2015, that figure had
swelled to 56%.)
We moved much of our audio content over to FREE distribution platforms, such as Soundcloud and
Yourlisten.
REFUGEE RESPONSES- We were happy to ship CDs and DVDs to the Christian Disaster
Response organization in Florida, who took those materials to Northern Iraq, to be used in relief
efforts!
Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Morocco continue to be our top audience engagement locations!
An “AUDIENCE ENGAGMENT”
is when an individual interacts
through a video view, repost,
page view, audio listen, stream,
download, click, comment, like,
open or share on any piece of our
digital media content.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT & SERVICE TO ALL
One of our core values continues to be “service to all” and in that spirit we saw
some exciting developments in 2015! With heightening tensions and misunderstandings between Christians and Muslims the world over, we felt strongly
that we could do something to build bridges of goodwill, by producing Arabic
and English language Ramadan greetings from the followers of the Messiah
and extending them to our Muslim neighbors through strategic audio broadcasts
and online audio/video streaming.

“Arabian Candles” is a weekly, hour-long Arabic/English radio program that
we co-sponsor along with several other organizations. It is hosted by Samir
H. Haddad, with various guests and topics related to arts, culture, religion
and the community. “Arabian Candles” is broadcast on CINA Radio, 102.3
FM, in Dearborn, Michigan. It airs Tuesdays, at 1 p.m., Eastern time. With
over 35 years of broadcasting and media experience, Samir H. Haddad
brings his talent for audio and music, combined together in an enlightening
and entertaining program for all audiences.

Over 600 media programs
and growing!

At Sabeel Media, we are always looking for good stories from our
local community, and this year we had the great privilege of partnering
with the Hope Training Center in Hamtramck, Michigan, in producing
a 15 minute short documentary promotional film on the life story of
Dave Talamantez. Dave was living a hard life addicted to drugs, and
turned to robbing banks for some quick cash. 16 banks later, he was
arrested and incarcerated, facing a very long prison sentence. In a
dark jail cell he was confronted with the truth about himself and was
transformed into a new person! With a second chance before him, he
connected with the good people at the Hope Training Center, and has
turned his life around, is married, with beautiful children, and is joyfully mentoring youth at risk.
Other production service opportunities we encountered: a powerful series of training videos for POBLO
International; video/audio editing services for the Youth of Wisdom & Ushaaqallah; as well as an ongoing
media production relationship with the Yemeni American News.

3rd ANNUAL SUMMER ANIMATION PROJECT
For the third year in a row, we hosted and sponsored a team of young
aspiring animation artists, over a 4 week span, creating a 90 second
animatic teaser for the “Patience of Job” film project in Arabic. The
group of 8 persons had the opportunity to live cross-culturally in the
Dearborn, Michigan, area Arab community, learn a bit of the Arabic
language, enjoy delicious Mediterranean cuisine, and practice their
animation skills in a real setting, while engaging with their intended
audience.

INTERNATIONAL MEDIA TRAINING
In 2015, we continued our engagement and passion for visual media training by participating for the 5th year
straight at the Eurasia Media Consultation! We facilitated and administered the Advanced Video Training track
for the 2nd year running. We had 6 international students and 1 assistant trainer, and enjoyed a dynamic time
teaching story development, screenwriting, storyboarding, and film editing. The students creatively team-edited the
narrative short film “ISHMAEL and HAGAR” with the raw materials we provided courtesy of GROOTERS
Productions. Students traveled all the way from Nepal, Eritrea, Holland, Great Britain and two from the USA (all of
them working in a cross-cultural context). The assistant trainer was from Egypt.
HIGHLIGHT - One of our students from the 2014 International Media Training track, came up to us during the
2015 event, and excitedly told us of how he had returned to his country and trained his team, modeled off of the
training he had received from us. Then he and his team, in turn, trained 12 storytellers from 6 different
language communities, facilitating a 10-day advanced video workshop in India. What a joy it was to watch the
short films they created in that workshop! A new generation of storytellers is being raised up!

FINANCES
Annual public support from IRS form 990
2011
2012
2013
2014
$132,858
$141,047
$42,301
$58,820
See our full non-profit profile on GuideStar here…
http://www.guidestar.org/profile/20-5606777

2015
$37,875

2015 was a difficult year financially, but we are hopeful moving into 2016. We hosted our 3rd annual fundraiser,
Expanding our Horizons in October, and it was a wonderful time of celebration and vision casting, both in person,
and streamed online. We continue to add new ways to contribute to our organization, such as the Amazon Smile
Foundation, as well as YouTube donate buttons, as overlays on our video content. We are one year into our two
year Foundation Search plan, and are excited to see new avenues of funding developed in the coming months!

DEVELOPMENT and the FUTURE
We continue to develop new projects, such as the epic, Biblical “Patience of Job” feature length film, and
associated trauma healing curriculum, which will be an important way to address the intense suffering that millions
are experiencing in the Middle East and around the globe.
We feel strongly that many of our current programs are of great value in transforming the world. As we move
forward, we are emboldened to continue creating new episodes of the “Intersection of Faith and Culture” short
documentary series, and developing accompanying curriculum for high school students, in order to teach them
about issues of diversity. We are sponsoring the radio program “Arabian Candles”. We enhance our
International Media Training by developing and administering an intensive workshop on Storyboarding. We are
expanding our Summer Animation Project for the 4th consecutive year.

GLOBAL IMPACT
Now Is the Time to Act - Getting the Gospel into Refugees' Hands and onto Their Phones
http://www.mobileministryforum.org/can-we-offer-hope-in-this-refugee-crisis
This blog post mentions Sabeel Media’s “Lives of the Prophets” short films… “With literally thousands of new
refugees flooding into Europe every single day and countries like Germany expecting to grant asylum to 800,000
refugees within the next year, the Church needs to step up – both to show the love of God through acts of practical
service, as well as to share the Gospel of Jesus Christ with them… Mobile ministry can enable believers in Europe
who don't speak Arabic the opportunity both to share the Gospel in the midst of personal interactions as well as a
way to give refugees a copy of the Good News they can keep with them on the one device that the refugees have
and are using to guide them in their journey… You can purchase 100 microSD cards… at Amazon or eBay and
then download an Arabic audio Bible here as well as the Prophets' Stories videos and
“Lives of the Prophets” videos (choose the 3GP format for downloading the videos as
they play on more types of phones than MP4).”

A Poor Widow’s Life is Enriched by our Videos!
http://www.mobileministryforum.org/heather-and-her-sisters
This blog post highlights one of our short films, “Ishmael and Hagar”… “Heather is a poor
widow who lived her entire life in the desert in a tent but has recently been given a small
house by the government. Heather has settled into a house and is learning to cope but she
misses her life in the tent. She has become a good friend… We had a nice visit as we drank
tea made on the new gas burner! I decided to show her the local dialect video we have of
God providing for Hagar and Ishmael in the desert in order to show her His love and
provision. She was engaged with the video, enjoyed it and was very positive about it… This
is a very simple and illiterate woman and I was very encouraged to see how she was engaged
with the videos…She commented that these are the best stories she’s ever heard and
that she’d really love to have a phone to play them so she can watch them on her own.”

Wikipedia Surprise!
We periodically do a Google search for “Sabeel Media”, “Stories of the Prophets”, and
other related terms in English and Arabic which we are interested in using as part of our
marketing, and for promotion of our media programs. Well, Surprise! We found at this
link on Wikipedia – https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qisas_Al-Anbiya – at the bottom of the
entry are two external links, “Dramatized Stories of the Prophets – Iraqi production” and
“Stories of the Prophets as Told by People of the Desert“ that link to our websites…
http://www.alanbiya.com/prophets.htm and http://www.alanbiya.net respectively! This is
one of those things that develops, organically, when we have strong quality programming
and make it consistently and broadly available online.

SABEEL MEDIA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Darrel Kauffman- Chairman- A founder of SABEEL MEDIA,
he holds an MS in Interdisciplinary Studies in Linguistics and
Anthropology from the University of Texas at Arlington.

Phil Saksa- Has helped international students for over 30
years adjust to their new culture, settling in and linking them
with friendship partners.

Ken Keisling- Has over 40 years of diversified, international,
managerial and planning experience in the pharmaceutical
industry.

Eric Sholander- Has worked for over 16 years as a Research
Analyst at Ford Motor Company in Dearborn, Michigan.

